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Let G be a connected algebraic group over an algebraically closed field, 
and let B be a Bore1 subgroup of G. In this paper we show how I-III below 
can be reduced to proving that the first cohomology group of certain induced 
bundles on the projective line vanishes (see Section 4 for the precise statement). 
I. If L is a line bundle on G/B which has a non-zero global section then 
Hi(G/B, L) = 0 for i > 0. Moreover, if X is any Schubert variety in G/B, 
then @(X, L Ix) = 0 f or i > 0 and the natural map HO(G/B, L) -+ HO(X, L Ix) 
is surjective. 
II. The Schubert varieties in G/B have rational singularities (hence are in 
particular normal and Cohen-Macaulay [14, p. 501). 
III. The formal character of ZP(G/B, L), L as in I, is given by Demazure’s 
character formula. 
We prove the above mentioned vanishing theorem for the induced bundles 
on P1 only when G has semi-simple rank 2, but we hope to return to this problem 
and the related problem of constructing nice filtrations of induced modules in 
a later paper. 
As a biproduct of our proof of the reduction theorems we obtain a necessary 
and sufficient condition under which a representation of B extends to G. This 
part of our work is related to (and influenced by) recent work of E. Cline, 
B. Parshall and L. Scott, [5, 61. Their work [5] contains also another proof of 
a reduction theorem for the first part of I above. 
In the characteristic zero case, M. Demazure proved I-III [S], and several 
partial results have been obtained in positive characteristic, notably [2, 12, 131. 
The most general of these is [13] where a proof of I is given under the assump- 
tion that X is special (i.e. stable with respect to a certain maximal parabolic 
subgroup). See also [2]. 
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 1 we introduce notation and 
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give some basic definitions. Section 2 contains results on the semi-simple 
rank 1 case. Demazure’s construction of the “Bott-Samelson scheme” is recalled 
in Section 3 and used in Section 4 to prove the above mentioned reduction 
theorems. Section 5 deals with the groups of semi-simple rank 2 and finally 
in Section 6 we obtain the criteria for extensions of B-representations. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
K denotes an algebraically closed field which will serve as ground field for all 
schemes and groups throughout this paper. 
1.1. Induced bundles. First let us point out that we use the words bundle, 
vector bundle and line bundle interchangeably with the words locally free 
sheaf, locally free sheaf of finite rank and invertible sheaf, respectively. Suppose 
X is a scheme on which an algebraic group H acts freely from the right in such 
a way that p: X -+ X/H exists and is a locally trivial fibration with group H. 
Let 7: H 4 GL(E) be a representation of H on a vectorspace E. 77 induces a 
bundle L,(T) on X/H as follows: If U is an open subset of X/H then the sections 
of L,(T) over U are the morphisms g: p-‘(U) + E which satisfy g(xh) = 
7(h)-r g(x), x up-r(U), h E H. Sometimes we will use the alternative notation 
L,(E) for this bundle and when no confusion can arise we omit the reference 
to X. In the following we shall in particular consider bundles on G/H induced 
in the above manner from representations of a closed subgroup H of a group G. 
1.2. Induced modules. Let G be an algebraic group and H a closed subgroup 
of G. If E is a rational H-module then E induces a rational G-module E IG as 
follows: E jG = the set of morphisms f: G--f E satisfying f(xh) = h-if(x), 
3c E G, h E H. The action of G on E lc is given by g *f(x) =f(g-lx), g, x E G, 
f E E jG. Comparing with 1.1 we see that E IG = HO(G/H,L(E)). If E is finite 
dimensional and G/H is a complete variety (i.e. H parabolic) then the induced 
module E jG is also finite dimensional (being a cohomology group of a coherent 
sheaf on a complete variety). 
1.3. Notation. For use in the rest of this paper we will fix the following 
notation: G will be a connected algebraic group, and T (resp. B) a fixed maximal 
torus (resp. Bore1 subgroup containing T). We will always assume that G is 
reductive as the homogeneous space G/B does not change by passing to G 
modulo the unipotent radical. Hence we can speak of the set of roots R of G 
(w.r.t. T) and we will let the set of positive roots, R, be the roots of the opposite 
Bore1 subgroup B’ of B. The roots of B are in other words the negative roots 
in our notation. S will denote the set of simple roots and if 01 E R we let s, 
(resp. 01’) be the reflection (resp. the coroot) associated to 01. We let W denote 
the Weyl group. An expression for w E W of the form w = s, ss .*. s, with 12 n 
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pi E S and n minimal is called a reduced expression for w and the length l(w) 
of w is then equal to 12. The element in W of maximal length is denoted w,, . 
The l-dimensional unipotent subgroup corresponding to a root 01 is called U, 
and we choose a homomorphism 0,: G, + U, satisfying to,(z) t-r = e,(,(t)x), 
t E T, x E k. Finally we write X(T) for the character group of T and Z[X(T)] 
for the group algebra of X(T). When x E X(T) the corresponding element in 
Z[X(T)] is denoted ex. 
1.4. Formal characters. Recall that if T acts on the finite dimensional 
vectorspace E then E can be decomposed, E = GxoXu-) E, such that T acts via 
x on E, . x is called a weight on E if E, # 0 and the dimension of E, is the 
multiplicity of x. The formal character of E denoted ch E is by definition the 
following element in Z[X(T)] 
ch E = c (dim E&C. 
XEX(T) 
Let us use this opportunity to introduce some operators on Z[X(T)] which 
will come up in connection with the formal characters of certain induced 
representations later on: 
Suppose 01 E R. Following M. Demazure [9] we defme a linear endomorphism 
(12 of Z[X(T)] by 
It is immediately seen that 
1 
ex + ex+n + a*. + esm(x) if (a”, x) > 0 
A2(ex) = 0 if (oI”, X> = -1 
-(e*+a + $+2a + -.- + esacx)-‘) if (a”, x) < -2. 
1.5. Schubert varieties. By the Schubert variety X, in G/B associated to 
w E W we understand the image in G/B of the closure of the double cocell 
BwB C G. It is an immediate consequence of the Bruhat decomposition [3, 
IV. 141 and [4, VI, Sect. 1, Corollary 21 that X, is an 8(w)-dimensional subvariety 
of G/B. 
2. INDUCED BUNDLES ON P1 
It is very well-known that any vector bundle on the projective line can be 
decomposed into a sum of line bundles. Apparently this result can be traced 
all the way back to Dedekind and Weber [7] but in the more modern language 
it is due to Grothendieck [IO]. 
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In this section we assume that G has semi-simple rank 1 so that G/B is 
isomorphic to PI. Given a B-module E we can then ask: Which line bundles 
occur in a decomposition as above of the induced bundle L(E)? To answer 
this question we study the cohomology of L(E). We will write Hi(L(E)) instead 
of Hi(G/B, L(E) throughout this section and we will let x-,,,, , m 3 0 denote 
the standard basis of the enveloping algebra of the l-dimensional Lie-algebra 
corresponding to the unipotent radical lJ_, of B. Then e_,(z)e = C,,+,, .zmx-,,me, 
zEk,eEE. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let E be a rational B-module and E, the weight space in E 
corresponding to x E X(T). Then HO(L(E)) # 0 isf there exist x E X(T) with 
(a’, x> 3 0 and e E E, such that x-,,,e = 0 for m > (CL’, x). 
Proof. Assume first that HO(L(E)) # 0 and choose a T-semi-invariant 
h E HO(L(E)) stabIe under U-, . This is possible as HO(L(E)) must contain a 
B-stable line. Now G/B is pathed together of the two affine lines U,S/B and 
U-,s,BIB and by a good choice of 0, and Km we may assume 
e,(X) = e-,(.+) s,ta(4-l e-d--l) (2.2) 
for all but finitely many x E k. Here tJz) E T has the property that t,(z)e = 
zCo*Ivx>e, z E k - {0} and e E E, . In fact we have in SL,(k) the relation 
and there is a homomorphism SL, -+ G with central kernel [l 1, Proposition 4.21. 
Applying h to (2.2) and using that U-,h = h we get 
l@,(z)) = h(s,t,(z)-l e-,(-z-l)) = B,(+) t&>WJl- 
Let x be the weight of e = h(s,). Then the above equation can also be written 
h(B,(z)) = C z-m+<a’,x)x-,,,e 
m>0 
from which we conclude that (ol”, x) 3 0 and x-,,,e = 0 for m > (cy”, x) 
because the left hand side is a polynomial in z. 
Assume next that e E E, has the properties in the proposition. Define 
h,: U-,s,B -+ E by hl(qb) = b-le, u E U-, , b E B and h,: U,B ---f E by 
h&(z)b) = b-l -&>o z-~+<~‘*~>x-,,, e z E k, b E B. Then h, and h, are sections , 
of L(E) over U-,s,B/B and U,S/B, respectively. Moreover, from (2.2) we see 
that they path together and hence give a global section of L(E). 
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If x E X(T) we let k(x) d enote the l-dimensional representation where the 
action of B is given via x. Also if E is a B-module we write E(X) short for 
E @ K(x). Applying Proposition 2.1 to E(X) we get 
COROLLARY 2.3. If E is a B-module and h E X(T) then Ho(L(E(h))) # 0 isf 
there exist x E X(T) with (oI”, x + A) 2 0 and e E E, such that x-,,,e = 0 for 
m > <a”, x + A). 
Suppose now 6 E X(T) has (oI”, 8) = 1. Then L(S) equals O(1) when G/B 
is identified with Pl. More generally L(x) identifies with O((cr’, x>). 
Suppose E is finite dimensional and let E* denote the dual B-module (with 
the contragredient action). Then L(E*) is the dual sheaf of L(E) and by Serre- 
duality we get Hl(L(E)) II HO(L(E*(-2s)))“. Applying Proposition 2.1 on 
E*(--2s) we obtain 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let E be a Jinite dimensional B-module. Then Hl(L(E)) # 0 
;sf there exist x E X(T) with (a”, x) < -2 and e E Ex such that e is not in the 
image of x-,,,: E+Eform>--<a’,~)-2. 
For the rest of this section let us assume that E has finite dimension r. I f  
L(E) = @I=, L(n,S) is a decomposition of L(E) into line bundles we set N(E) = 
max{ni} and n(E) = min{ni). Recalling that HO(L(nS)) # 0 i f f  n a 0 (and 
equivalently HI(L(nS)) # 0 i f f  n < -2) we see that the numbers N(E) and 
n(E) also have the description 
N(E) = max{N 1 HO(L(E(-A%))) # 0}, 
n(E) = max{n 1 H’(L(E(-(n + 1)s)) = O}. 
Comparing this with Proposition 2.1 and Corollary 2.4 we get a description of 
N(E) and n(E) in terms of the B-module structure of E. We leave the precise 
formulation of this characterization to the reader and turn instead to the problem 
of finding the other ni’s. Here we shall use the exact sequences 
0 ---+ HO(L(E(-(n + 1)s))) % HO(L(E(--nS)))3+ E(-nS) 
- Hl(L(E(-(n + 1)s))) - Hl(L(E(--nS))) - 0 
(2 5) 
arising from the short exact sequence 
0 -+ L(--6) -+ o,,, + 0, + 0 
tensored by L(E(-nS)). Here V, is evaluation at 1 and if r E HO(L(S)) is a 
B-semi-invariant then R, may be identified with multiplication by r. 
Using (2.5) we can now make the following useful observations 
(2.6) If  E is the restriction of a G-module then n(E) = N(E) = 0 (V, is 
an isomorphism). 
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(2.7) If F is a B-submodule of E then N(E) < max{iV(F) N(E/F)} and 
n(E) 2 min{n(F), n(E/F)) with equality if N(F) > N(E/F), resp. n(F) > n(E/F). 
(2.8) If n(F) >, K > N(E/F) then 0 -+ HO(L(E(-(K + 1)6)))(6 - a) -+ 
HO(L(E(--KG))) -+F(--KS) + 0 is an exact sequence of B-modules. 
(2.9) Suppose 0 = F, CF,-, C * * * C F, = E is a B-filtration of E such that 
F,IF,,, = C&J with C, a G-module and xlc E X(T). If ((Y”, xlc> > (a”, xlc-i) 
for all k then L(E) N &L((a”, x&S), where the multiplicity of L((a”, xlc>S) 
equals dim C, . 
A filtration of E as in (2.9) is called canonical if (oL”, xk) > (a’, ,~-i) for 
all k. It is not hard to see that a canonical filtration exists. Indeed, we can take 
Fk = (Im V,)(kS), omitting the k’s where Im V, = Im V,-, . For more on 
canonical filtrations we refer to [6, Section 31. 
We finish this section with a remark on the formal character of the cohomology 
of L(E). rf x E X(T) and (ol”, x) > 0 then the weights in HO(L(x)) are x, 
x - cc,..., s,(x). Dually if (oI”, x) < -2 then the weights in HI(Q)) are 
x + % x + 2%..., sol(x) - % while both HO(&)) and E&~(X)) vanish if 
(a’, X) = - 1. In the terminology of 1.4 we can therefore write 
ch HO(L(x)) - ch P(Q)) = cl,O(ex), x E-w)* 
As the alternating sum of the formal characters of the cohomology groups is 
additive we get 
ch P(L(E)) - ch HI@(E)) = rl,O(ch E). (2.10) 
3. THE DEMAZURE DESINGULARIZATION 
In this section we recall M. Demazure’s construction of the “Bott-Samelson 
scheme” [8]. We also prove an easy lemma which will play an important role 
in the following sections. 
Fix a reduced expression for w. , w. = ss,ss, *** ssN , pi E S, and set 0~; = 
%,%, *.a ss&$), i = 1, 2 ,..., N. Then (01~ , 01~ ,..., Q} = R, [4, Vr.l, Corol- 
lary 2-j. Let wi be the reflection w.r.t. oli , i.e. wi = sBlsBe a** ss,~,ssp,~, *** sB1 
and define 
R, = -R+ = {-al, -cc2 ,..., -01~) 
R, = wl(Ro) = (aI, -01~ ,..., -aN} 
R; = wN(RNel) = {aI, (~2 ,..., a~} = R, . 
481/62/I-7 
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Let Bi be the Bore1 subgroup corresponding to Iii (so in particular B, = B 
and B, = B’), and let P, be the parabolic subgroup corresponding to R,-, u Ri . 
Set X,, = B, and construct schemes Xi , i = 1, 2,..., N inductively by setting 
xi = X,-l x Pi/,, where N is the equivalence relation (x, p) N (xb, b-lp), 
x E X,-r , p E Pi , b E Bipl and where the action of Bi on Xi comes from right 
multiplication on P, . Set Yi = X,/B, and let pi: Xi + Yi be the canonical 
projection and fi: Yi -+ Yi-r be the morphism which takes the class of (x, p), 
x E X,-r , p E Pi into pipI( We then have the diagram 
X0 Xl xi-l xi XN 
1 
PO 
1 
$1 
1 
Pi-1 
1 
P, 1 PN 
yo - --x Yl ----+ --* yiml 5 
ON 
fl 
- 
yi ----+ ***---+ 
yN* 
fi 
c- t- 
fN 
Here oi is the section of fi which takes &r(x), x E Xi-1 into the class of (x, wi). 
We see that Yi is a smooth projective variety and that fi is a locally trivial 
fibration with fiber P,/B, = Pl. Moreover, the multiplication map PI x Pz x ..* 
x PN + G induces a morphism YN -+ G/B’. This is the so called “Bott- 
Samelson morphism” [8, 3.81. C om p osing it with the natural isomorphism 
G/B’ + G/B (gB’ ++gw&!, g E G) gives a morphism @: YN --+ G/B with the 
properties 
(3.1) @ is birational [8, 3.81. 
(3.2) @i =@ouNo...OU~+~ is a birational morphism from Yi to the 
Schubert variety in G/B associated with sa,sa, *** ssi E W [8, 3.111. 
In addition to these properties of the desingularization sequence we shall 
need the following. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let 1 < i < N and let 7: Bi -+ GL(E) be a representation of Bi 
on the vectorspace E. Then 
f,*L,(d 2% L&&i) 
where 7’: BiFl + GL(E’) is the restriction to Biml of the natural action of Pi on 
E’ = H”(Pi/Bi , L(E)). 
Proof. Let U be an open subset of Yi-r . By definition the sets of sections 
over U of the two sheaves in question are 
I-‘, = {g: p;‘f;‘( U) + i 1 g(xb) = rl(b)-lg(x), x ~p;‘f;‘( U), b E B,} 
and 
I-, = {h: p&(U) -+ E’ 1 h(xb) = T’(b)-‘h(x), x E p,:;(U), b E B,ml}. 
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Define ful: T, -F I’, by 
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fzAg)(x): p -g((x, P>>, g E r, 1 3 EP2dUh P E pi 
and fuz: T, + T’, by 
Let us check that fu2 is well-defined. First we note that if (x, p) ~pilf;r(U) 
then x ~p&( 77) so that we can indeed apply h E r2 to X. Next we have to 
verify that if (x, p) = (xl,) 
-- 
th en h(x)(p) = h(x’)(p’). But (x, p) = (x’, p’) 
means that x’ = xb and p’ = b-lp for some b E B,-r . For h E r2 we have 
h(xb)(b-lp) = [$(b)-l h(x)](b-lp) = h(x)(p) w h ere the last equality follows from 
the definition of 7’. Finally we must show that (x, p) w h(x)(p) belongs to rr , 
i.e. that h(x)(p6) = 7(6)-r[h(~)(~)]. This follows from the fact that h(x) E E’. 
Similar elementary calculations show that ful is well-defined and it is also 
easy to see that fu2 = (fU1)-l. The collection (f& U open in YiPI, gives 
therefore an isomorphism of sheaves fJx,(q) -+Lx,-l(~‘). 
4. REDUCTION THEOREMS 
The following two propositions are easy generalizations of the results in 
[8, 5.11. They will enable us to compare the cohomology of coherent sheaves 
on G/B with the cohomology of corresponding sheaves on the “Bott-Samelson 
scheme” introduced in the previous section. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let f: X -+ Y be a morphism between two proper schemes 
over a noetherian ring, let F be a coherent sheaf on X and L an ample line bundle 
on Y. If HD(X, F @ f *L”) = 0 for p > 0 and n large, then Rpf*F = 0 for p > 0. 
Proof. AS Rqf,F are coherent for all q and L is ample we have 
H*( Y, Rgf*F @L”) = 0 for p > 0, q > 0 and n large. By the projection formula 
Ry*F @L” = R4f,(F @f *Ln) and th e above vanishing implies therefore that 
the Leray spectral sequence Hs(Y, Ry*(F @f *Ln)) a Hp+*(X, F @f *Ln) 
degenerates when n is large. Hence H”( Y, R@f*F @L”) = Hq(X, F @f *Ln) 
for all q and n 3 0. The ampleness of L and the assumption that 
Hg(X, F @f *L”) = 0 for p > 0 and n large force Rnf*F to be zero for q > 0. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let f be as above and let X’ C X be a closed subscheme 
with image Y’ in Y. Suppose L is an ample line bundle on Y such that the canonical 
map HO(X, f *Ln) --f HO(x’, f *L”) is surjective for n large. If f*O, = 0, then 
f*O,, = o,, . 
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Proof. Via the projection formula we have W( Y, f $0, @L,) = HO(X, f *Lm) 
and HO(Y’,f,O,, @L”) =HO(X’,f*L”). Hence H”(Y,f,Ox@Ln)+HO(Y’, 
f*O,, @L”) is surjective and as L is ample this implies that f.+O, --f f*O,, is an 
epimorphism. If therefore f*O, = Or we have that Or +-f*O,, is surjective and 
the proposition follows. 
Let x E X(T) and set x2 = ZU~+~ZQ+~ ... zuNwo(x). Set E& = ,i?& = K(xz) and 
define E$ (resp. i?$) for j < i by Es = H”(Pi+JBjtl , L(E&+,)) (resp. &$. = 
HO(Pi+l/Bi+, ,L(~~+,(cQ+,)))). In the following we will make the following 
assumptions: 
(*) If (OL”, x) > -1 f or all 01 E S then Hl(PJB, , L(E,X,)) = 0 for all j < i. 
(**) If (oI”, x> 3 0 for all 01 E S then the canonical map EC0 --f ET-,, is 
surjective. 
(***) If (a”, X) < 0 for all 01 E S then Hl(P,/B, , L(&(ori))) = 0 for all 
j < i. 
Here are some consequences of these assumptions: 
THEOREM 4.3. Let x E X(T). 
(i) If (a’, x) > -1 for all OT E S then H”(Y, , Lxi(xi)) = 0 for p > 0, 
i = 1, 2 ,..., N. 
(ii) If (01”~ X> > 0 for all OT E S then the canonical map H”(Yi , L,i(xJ) + 
H”( Yiel , Lx,-,(xi-l)) is surjective. 
(iii) If (oI”, x) > 0 then W(Y, , C&, @ L,i(xJ) = 0 for p > 0. 
Proof. (i) It is obviously enough to prove that R’f*(fi+l* *.a fi*L,,(xi)) = 0 
for j = i, i - l,..., 1. Via base change this reduces to showing that I+(Pj/B, , 
fi+1* **- fidx,(xi)) = 0, j = i, i - l,..., 1 and repeated use of Lemma 3.3 
shows that fj+lt .a. fetLx,(Xi) = L(E$) in the above notation. Hence (i) follows 
from (*). 
(ii) Lemma 3.3 shows that H”( Yi, Lx,(xJ)=E&and H”( Yipi, Lxi-,(xi+l)) = 
E:-,, . Conclusion by (**). 
(iii) The sheaf of differentials relative to fi is equal to L,Jol,) [8, 2.51. 
The short exact sequence 0 -+ f TJ2iim1 -+ 52:, 7 sZ$ily,-l -+ 0 implies therefore 
that s2”yi = f $Q~;~l @ L(olJ. Hence RPf&2kI @ Lxi(xi)) = sZt;f, @ RQfiitLx, 
(xi + ai), p = 0, 1. Using this together with Lemma 3.3 repeatedly as in the 
proof of(i), we see that (iii) follows if H1(Pi/Bi, L(~!?$(orj))) = 0, j = i, i - l,..., 1, 
i.e. if ( ***) holds. 
Observing that @?L(x) = Lx,(xi) we get from this theorem combined with 
the Propositions 4.1 and 4.2 
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COROLLARY 4.4. Set w = se,se, ... set ., Qi: Yi -+ X, is a rational resolution, 
i.e. Q2*Oy, - Ox, and RPQP,,Oy, = R%D,J&, = 0 for p > 0. 
Remark 4.5. Note that to obtain Corollary 4.4 we actually don’t need the 
full force of the assumptions (*)-( * * *). Th e existence of a single strictly domi- 
nant weight x such that the conclusions in (*)-(***) hold for nx, when n is 
large is enough. 
From Corollary 4.4 follows in particular that the Leray spectral sequence 
Hp(X, , Rg@,(@$F)) =+ H p+Q( Yi , @F), F a coherent sheaf on X, , degenerates 
and we obtain Hp(X, , F) = Hp(Y, , @fF). Taking F = L(x) we get via 
Theorem 4.3 
THEOREM 4.6. Let x E X(T) and w E W. 
(i) If (a’, x) > - 1 for all 01 E S then Hp(G/B, L(X)) = HI’(X,, , L(X)) = 0 
forp > 0. 
(ii) If (a”, x) 3 0 for all o( E S then the restriction map HO(G/B, L(x)) + 
HO(X, , L(x)) is surjective. 
(iii) If (a’, x) < 0 f or all a E S then Hp(X, , L(X)) = 0 for p < L(w). 
Let x E X(T) be dominant. The vanishing of Hp(G/B, L(x)) for p > 0 and the 
fact that G/B is defined over Z implies that there exists a finitely generated free 
Z-module V,(x) such that HO(G/B, L(x)) = V&) @ k. When the characteristic 
of k is zero the complete reducibility theorem together with the obvious fact that 
HO(G/B, L(x)) has a unique B-stable line imply that HO(G/B, L(x)) is irreducible. 
The above enables us to compute the formal character of HO(G/B, L(x)) (in any 
characteristic). 
THEOREM 4.7 (Demazure’s character formula [9]). Let x E X(T) and suppose 
(a”, X> > 0. Then 
ch H’(G/B, L(x)) = .4$l& ... A&,(ex). 
Proof. We have HO(G/B, L(x)) = Ejt, . Combining (2.10) and (*) we get 
ch Es, = AraI(ch E&J = ... = A!a,A”m, ... A~Jewo(x)) = A~,,,O~ml~A~u,,~a,~ .*. 
~Ow,~eN)(eX) = AZIAZ, ... 4JeX). 
5. SEMI-SIMPLE RANK 2 
In this section we will assume that G has semi-simple rank 2 and we will 
prove that then the assumptions (*)-( ***) in the previous section hold for G. 
With notation as before let E be a B,-module. Suppose E has a B,-filtration 
F;: 0 = FLr CFl-* C ... C F,O = E with the properties 
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(a) Fjk/Fk+l = C,“(xik) where CzB is a P,-module and xik E X(T). 
(b) w~(F~?(~*“) = Cam-, as B,-,-modules where Cit-, is a PiAl- 
module, &I E X(T) and p,“(F;) = min{p 1 (-ai”, xi*) 3 K). 
Set nik(F;) = (-a,“, xi”), &(P,‘) = (--‘~iy_r , x&-I - koli) and then induc- 
tively 
P,~(F;) = min{p 1 njp(Fi*) >, k), j<i-- 1. 
We will say thatF$’ is agood (respectively nice)$Ztration if it also has the property 
(c) nik(Fi’) 3 n,k-l(F,‘) 3 - 1 (respectively 0) for all K, j. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. If the B,-module E has a good Jiltration then so has the 
B,-,-module HO(P,/B, , L(E)). 
Proof. Let F;: 0 = Fi’ CFZ-’ C .*. CF,O = E be a good filtration of E. 
Set & = sO,saz ... ssi-,(wz) where wi is the fundamental weight with respect to /3? .
We define then a Bier-filtration F& of H”(PJBi , L(E)) by setting 
Ff-, = H’(P,/B, , L(E(kS,))(--kS,), k = 0, l,..., ~z;-~(F;). 
The inclusion of Ff-, in FF-’ is given by multiplication by a B,-,-semi-invariant 
r E HO(P,/B, , L(Si)) (note that (a,‘, SJ = (pi’, q> = 1 and that r has weight 
S,), and the evaluation at w,-map from HO(PJB, , L(E(kS,))) into q(E(kSJ) 
gives a B,-l-map from Ff-, into wi(E)(-kor,), see 2.5. From 2.8 and 2.9 follows 
FL, /F,“-:’ = wi(F$“)( -4~~) as B,-,-modules. (5.2) 
As Fi’ has property (b) we see from (5.2) that FiW1 has property (a) with 
xtdl = p&-1 - hai . Hence nik_,(F~‘_,) = (-& , xi”_,) = (-01:‘~ , xz-r - kz,) = 
&(Fi’). Observe now that if F is a Pi-module then vi-,(F) is a P,-,-module 
(as /3-s = pi). From this observation and the definition of Ft-, we see that 
Fi-, has property (b) and that ~~~-~,~~-a, = -&(F&) w~-~(S,). We saw above 
that &(Fi’_,) = &(Fj’). Hence p~-,(F~-,) = &(Fi’) and we also get 
$“-z(Fi-l) = (-LX& 9 -pFl(Fi’) wi-l(Si)--kai-l) = -p~-~(Fi’)-~<~~s 7 pi-l) = 
&(Fi’). As the numbers njk(F,‘-,) for j < i - 2 are defined inductively from 
&(Fi’_,) and &,(P&) we conclude that @(F&) = njk(F7’) for all j ,( i - 1. 
Whence Pi_, has property (c). 
When E is a Bi-module we define the Bj-modules Eii , j < i, as follows. 
We set I?‘,; = E and then Eii = HO(Pj+JB*+, , L(Etj+,)), j < i. 
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COROLLARY 5.2. (i) If E has a good filtration then HI(Pj/Bj , L(Eig)) = 0, 
j=i,i-I 1. ,***, 
(ii) If E has a nice Jiltration then the natural map Ei, -+ [wi(E)liml,, is 
surjective. 
Proof. (i) is an immediate consequence of Proposition 5.1 and 2.9. To 
prove (ii) set E’ = II”(Pi/Bi ,L(E(&)))(-Si). Then 23’ is the kernel of the 
natural map Eiipl -+ wi(E) and we see that to prove (ii) we have to show that 
II1(Pj/Bj ,L(E&.)) = 0, j = i - 1, i - 2 ,..., 1. Set now F& = IIO(PJB, , 
L(E((K + 1) S,)))(-(k + 1) S,), and note that this filtration equals the filtration 
of HO(P,/B, , L(E)) constructed in the proof of Proposition 5.1 shifted by 1. 
The same reasoning as used there shows that when E has a nice filtration then 
the filtration Fil, is good and we conclude as before via 2.9. 
Let againFi* be a filtration of the B,-module E and supposeF,’ has property (a). 
Set mik(Fi’) = (-ai”, xik) - 2 and Q(F;) = min{q 1 mi”(Fi’) > Iz}. Suppose 
Fi’ satisfies (b) with the numbers qik(Fi’) replacing pik(Fi.) and set A&(F~.) = 
(-$Lr, &-r - (FE + 1) ai) - 2. For j < i - 2 (respectively j < i - 1) we 
set mjk(Fi*) = --qF+,l(Fi*) - (Iz + l)(fij’, pj+r) - 2 (respectively qjk(Fi’) = 
min{q ) mjg(F,‘) 2 K}). Call Fi’ a vuy nice filtration if it also has the property 
(c’) mj”(Fi.) > m;-l(Fi.) >, -1 for all K, j. 
Arguing as above we find that if E has a very nice filtration so has 
fJ”(Pi/Bz > -W4)). Defining i&L = E and i& = H”(Pj/Bj ,L(Eij+,(olj))) we 
get therefore via 2.9. 
COROLLARY 5.3. If E has a very nice$ltration then W(PJB, , L(&(ij(~li))) = 0, 
j=i,i-1 1. ,‘.., 
Let now x E X(T) and set xi = wiflwi+s ... wNwo(x). Let F,‘: 0 = F,l CF,O = 
K(xJ be the trivial filtration. The above two corollaries show that to prove 
(*)-( * * *) it is enough to verify 
(i) If (a’, X) > -1 for all 01 E S then Fi’ is good. 
(ii) If (a”, x) > 0 for all 01 E S then Fi’ is nice. 
(iii) If (oL”, x) > 0 for all 01 E S then Fi’ is very nice. 
As Fi’ obviously satisfies (a) and (b) we have only left to check the inequalities (c) 
(resp. (c’)) for the numbers @(F,‘) (resp. mjk(Fi’)). Below we have done this 
for the case where G is of type G, and i = 6 leaving the remaining (easier) 
cases to the reader. 
Let 01 and /I be the two simple roots for a root system of type G, with (Y short. 
S uppose /3s = p(1.e. the reduced expression used for w. is w. = (s,sa)s). Set 
r = (ol”, x) and (/3’, x> = s. If 4 is a rational number we use the notation 
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[q]+ = min(n E Z I n > 4) and [q-j- = max{n E Z 1 n < q}. Omitting reference 
to Fs’ (the trivial filtration of K(xs)) we get 
O % = (-Lx~‘, x6) = </3’, x) = s; mso = s - 2. 
*5 
k- - 
-( ct.5”, x5 - kor,) = Y + k, k = 0, l)..., s; 
m5 k- - -< as”, x5 - (k + 1)oLs) - 2 = r + K - 1, k = 0, l,..., S - 2; 
k = -p5k + 3k =I 3ky k&r n4 2k + r, r<k<r+s; 
m4 ‘=-qsk+3(k+1)--=lI:::+;~: ~~;&,+,-,; 
WI+ > 
*‘” = l[f(k - r)]+ , 
k < 3~ 
3r<k<3r+2si 
I Mk - III+ 7 q4k = [+I@ - r)l+ , k<3r-s 3r-2<k<3r+2s-44 
k 
Wl- 
= -*‘” + k = (r&(r ,I k)]- , 
k < 3~ 
n3 3r<k<3r+2si 
qk = -qdk + (k + 1) - 2 = I[“,[: T f)k ;)I- , I~,~“‘~‘, 3,. + 2S-4; 
p,” = I$+]1 ;, k < 2~ 
2r<k<2r+s; 
“” = I L!#k + 31, 9 k<2r-2 2k - Y  + 2, 2r-2<k<2r+s-3’ 
k = -p,” + 3k = r;- ’ I k < 2~ % r, 2r<k<2r+s’ 
m2 le = -qsk + W + 1) - 2 = I~;-y’- 1, tyy2; 1: < 2,. + s _ 3 ; 
p2k = IF”‘;; k < 3~ 
3r<k<3r+s’ 
I WI+ 7 q2k= k-r+l, k<3r-3 3r-3<k<3r+s-44’ 
nt k=-p2kfk= ?I-? 
!  
k < 37 
3r < k < 3~ + s ’
ml k = Mq2k + (k + 1) - 2 = ;;@/; 3)1- ’ 
I 
k<3r-3 
3 3r-3<<<3r+s-4 
We see that njk and mfk satisfy the desired inequalities. 
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6. EXTENSIONS OF REPRESENTATIONS 
The results in this section do not depend on the assumptions (*)-( * * *) made 
in Section 4. We first show how the main result of [5] can be proved using our 
setup: 
THEOREM 6.1. A representation of B extends to G if f  it extends to every 
minimal parabolic subgroup. 
Proof. Let E be a B-module which extends to every minimal parabolic 
subgroup. In the notation of Section 3 we have HO(G/B,L(E)) = H”(Y, , 
L(w,,(E))) = HO(Y,+, , f,,L@,(E))) = ... = H”(Yl , fiefs* **. f,,L(w,,(E))). 
The assumption on E implies that HO(PJB, ,L(w~+~w~+~ **a w,w,(E))) = 
w3wj+l ... w,w,(E) as &-modules (see (2.6) and repeated use of Lemma 3.3 
gives therefore HO(G/B,L(E)) = wlwz ... w,w,(E) = E. 
Theorem 6.1 reduces the problem of extendibility for B-modules to the 
semi-simple rank 1 case. To solve the problem in that case note first that if E 
is a B-module and G/B = P1 then E extends to G iff the induced bundle L(E) 
is trivial, i.e. iff H*(L(E(--6))) = 0 ( see 2.6). This last condition can be trans- 
formed into an intrinsic condition on E via the Corollaries 2.3 and 2.4: 
THEOREM 6.2. Let G be a group of semi-simple rank 1. A Jinite dimensional 
B-module E extends to G #for all weights x in E and all e E E, we have 
if (a”, X) > 1 there exists m 3 (a”, x) such that x-,,,e # 0; 
if (01’ , X) < - 1 there exists m 2 -(a”, x) such that e belongs to the image of 
x-a.772 . 
This theorem is equivalent to the final result of [6]. 
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